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,Before' you buy a' CNC Gear
, Inspection System, a'sk

th,ese (four Questions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both gears and cutting tools?
With the M& M 2000 ac System, the answer is
~. The system will test lead and involute prome
characteristics oI internall or external 'gears and splines.
lit is the ool,y universal 'gear tester available which provides
true index testing without expensive attachments. I'n addition,
we have fully-developed software for checking hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cylindricall parts such as
worms and cams.

Hob Pressl!re Angle Check Shaver Culler Lead Check

2..Can you ,customize software to meet our qual'ity-
inspection specifications?
At M & MIPrecision, we write and develop our own inspection
software. Our technical team can and has implemented in-
spection specifications into speolflc software for ,individuall re-
quirements, Our current library includes line/cllrve fitting as
weill as modified K-ohart analysis routines.

Une/Curve Fining Modified K.(;hart AnaJysis

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and cutting tools. What else lisavail'a'bl'eto

aid us in quality control of the manufacturing
process?

At M eo. M Precision, we ha.vefuUy integrated such advanced'
soUware packages as Statistical Process Oontrol and loath
lopography into OU( standard testing sottware. Our SPC pro-
gram can identify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which are' approaching tolerance limits.
Our looth Topography software features automatic testing of
lead and invol'ute al multiple locations and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart TopologicaJ Map'

4. Do you have the technical sUlPlPortteam and ln-
slallation experience to back up the hardware and
software IProv,ided?
AI M & M Precision, we :have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experlsnce in developing eNC gear inspection
hardware and software. All software forour ac 2000 System
has been developed in-house. In addition, we have working
installations at these leading companies:

• General Motors • Cincinnati Milacron
• TRW • Chrysler
• Ford Motor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear • Aocketd'yne

IFordetails on our advanced 'OC 2000 System and available
software. contact M &. M Precision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrol/ton, .Ohio 45449', 513/859-8273.

MS,M PRECISION
SYSTEMS

AN ACME CLEVELAND COMPANY
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LOOKIN'G, TO THIE FUTU:RE
Six years ago this month, the very first issue of GEAR TECHNOLOGY, the/oumalof

Gear Manufacturing, went to press. The reason for starting the publication was a straight-
forward one: to provide a forum for the presentation of the best technical: articles on
gear-related subjects from around the world ..We wanted to give our readers the infor-
mation they needed to solve specific problems, understand new technologies, and to
be informedaboutthe latestapphcations in gear design and manufacturing. The premise
behind' GEAR TECHNOLOGYwasalsoa straightforward one: the better informed our
readers were about the technology, the more competitive they and their companies
would be in the world gear market

Wrfve come a I'ongway in the six years since the first issuewhen Ran-
dall Pub'lishing had a.two-desk office. Now our staff numbers ten, and
we have an mternetionel reader and advertiser base. For this growth
and success we have you, our subscribers and advertisers, to thank,
Without YOUirconsistent support from the very beginning, GEAR
TECHNOLOGY would not be the premier publication for gear
manufacturing, design, and research,

Anniversaries are times to remember, consider accomplishments,
evaluate' goals, and, most important, plan for the future. We' want to
continue to rnerltvoursuppcrt, Todothis, we need your help. Weare
constantly striving to bring you the best material available.

As our readership and our reputation have grown, we have started
to receive more and more original manuscripts. ,GEARTECHNOLOGY
has become the publication of first choice for many of ourauthors, This
means that eur readers see more ofthe latest developments in gear-
ing in our pagesfirst. We will continue this trend in the future. But good
contributors, and good ideas are always a scarce 'commodity. If you
have an article, a letter for our Viewpoint column, an idea for a new
column, or some otnerway in which we could improve the content
of GEAR TECHNOLOGY, please share it with us.

Keeping our mail list current isanother challenge that you can help
us meet. Len,ing our circulation department know about personnel
changes, new maa stop numbers, and other/housekeeping" matters
helps insure that copies 01GEAR 1:ECHNOLOCY get to where they are
supposed togo.Filting out the information on this issue's wrap cover
will help us spread' the word about GEAR TECHNOLOGY to others who might be in-
terested in it,

You may have noticed in the past few issuessome changes in our type and design style.
More ofthesewill appear in the future. We want GEAR TECHNOLOGYto have an at-
tractive, contemporary look and at the same time be as readable and "user friendly" as
possible. We would like your feedback and comments on these changes as well. We
pride ourselves on being, not only the most informative publication available about gear-
ing, but also the best looking.

However, in spite otthesecosmeticchanges, our goals will remain the same - to bring
you the best, most informative, up-to-date, technical information available about gear
manufacturing, design, and research.
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AGMA Technical Education Sem~
inars, Series D. These one- or two-clay
seminars present the latest techniques
and information on specific topics in
a small group context. Por more in-
formation contact AGMA, 1500 King
St., Suite 201, AJ'exandria, VA 22314,
(70'3) 684~211.

MAY 8, 1990. Los Angeles, CA. Con-
trolling the Carburizing Process.
Presenting information on the selec-
tion of material, specifying case depth
range, case microstructure, and mini-
mum surface hardness.

JUNE 5-6, 1990. Alexandria, VA.
Gear System Design for Noise Con-
trol, An overview of noise control in
gear system design. Practical gear
design is offered with a minimum of
acoustical theory.

MAY 1-3, 1990'. Houston Tool &
Manufacmrmg Exposition, George R.
Brown Conventiion Center, Houston,
TX. For more information, contact:
Houston Chapter, NTMA, 515 Post
Oak Bl.vd., Suite 320,. Houston, IX
77027. (713) 439-5890'.

JUNE 7-10, 1990. AGMA Annual
Mee'tin.g.. The Homestead, Hot
Springs, VA. This year's theme lS
"Gearing to Win." The program topics
will be focused on competitiveness in
the 90s and a review of the 332
Investigation.

'SEPTEMBER 5-13, 1990. IMTS-90,
McCormick .Place, Chicago, IL.
Largest trade show in the Western.
hemisphere with exhibitors from
around the world. A new feature this
year will be the 120,.000 sq. ft.
Forming and Fabricating Pavilion. For
more information, contact: IMTS-90,.
7901 Westpark Drive, McLean, VA
22102-4269. Ph:(703) 893-2900. Fax:
(70'3)898-1151.

OCTOBER 29-31,1990. kGMA Fall
Tec:hnicaJ Meeting. Hilton Interna-
tional Hotel. Toronto, Canada.
Papers and seminars on gear design,
analysis, manufacturing, applications,
gear drives,a.nd related products.
Contact AGMA Headquarters for fur-
ther information.
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Abstract:
Cubic boron nitride (CBN) fLnishing of
carburized gearing has been shown to
have certain econcmicand geometric
advantages and, as a result. it has been
applied toa wide variety of precision
gears in many different applications.

In critical applications such as aero-
space drive systems, however, any new
process must be carefully evaluated
before it is used in a production ap-
plication, Because ofthe advantages
associated with this process, a test pro-
gram was inst:ituted to evaluate the
load capacity of aerospace-quality
gears finished by the CBN process as
compared to geometrically identical
gears finished by conventional grind-
ing processes.

This article presents a brief descrip-
tion of the CON process, its advantages
in an aerospace application, and the
results 'of an extensive test program
conducted by Boeing Helicopters (BH)
aimed at an evaluation of the effects of
this process on the scoring, surface
durability, and bending fatigue proper-
ties of spur gears.

In addition, the results ofa x-ray dif-
fraction study to detennine the surface
and subsurface residual stress distribu-
tions of both shot-peened and nonshot-
peened CBN-ground gears as com-
paredto similar conventionally ground
gears are also presented.

,8 Gear Technology

, td C pacity
N-Fini,shed .. ars

Introduction
While CBN gear grinding is a

relatively new technology, cubic boron
nitride itself is not really a new material.
It was developed more than 20 years
ago. by General Electric Company
(under the t:rademark BORAZON) as a
substitute for industrial diamonds. CBN
is, as Fig. 1indicates, quite hard and
thus very resistant to wear. This high
hardness relative to more conventional
abrasives (such as aluminum oxide)
used in grinding wheels, and the
characteristic sharply angled shape of
CBN crystals (fig. 2)(1) combine to pro-
duee a grinding wheel that yields greatly
improved performance in terms of both.
increased speed and consistent quality.
These properties also contribute to the
long life that is obtained from CBN
wheels. Table Ishows some of th~ap-
plications of CBN; more detailed infor-
mation related to the basic properties of
CBN can be found in Reference 2.

Similarly, grinding with CBN is not
new either; however, it is only in the last
few years(l-5) that this technique has
gained wide acceptance as a method tor
finishing precision gears.Itean be ap-
plied to grinding a wide variety of gears,
induding spur, helical, bevel, and
worms. Infact, any conventional gear-
grinding process can be adapted to use
CBN technology, although, as is dis--
cussed later, more than just the grinding
wheel medium must change.

Our purpose here is neither to des-
cribe the basic process of CBN grinding

nor to provide a comparison of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of this pro-
cess, however, a quick overview of
both subjects will provide a better
understanding of the reason this pro-
gram was ini.Hated and the real
significance of the results.

The CON Grinding Process
The CBN grinding process is actually

more akin to a micro machining process
than it is to ourconcept of conventional
grinding. Material is removed bycut-
ting away microscopically small. chips,
as opposed to the abrasion process that
typifies conventional grinding.

KNOOP
iHARDNESS ~

KGfMM2 x 1,'000'

DIAMOND CBNI VANADIUM
CAR,BIDE



Both the actual grinding forces and
the power required are higher for CBN
than for ,conventional grinding. As a,
result, whUe most basic grinding pro-
eesses can be readily adapted to the
CBN process, the .requ.irement tor
greater machineand work-holding stiff-
ness indicates that, in most eases, ex-
isting machines, cannot be used.

Many different types of CBN wheels
are available. CBN wheels for gear-
grinding purposes cangl!nerall:y be
classified as either plated or bonded
types. Plated 'types essentially have
single CBN particles, plated over theac-
tive wheeJlsurface. Bonded, wheels use ,a,
much thicker layer of CBNcryst.als,
mixed with a variety of bonding agents,
on the active surface of the wheel.
Plated wheels cannot be dressed or
trued but provide long Ilifeand eonsis-
tent parts, Bonded wheels may (in fad,
must) be dressed and thus pre vide the
opportunity Ito vary tooth geometry,
but with some sacrifice in part
consis~ency .

:Fig. I-Hardness c,omp<Lriso!l of
Iypic.al materials,

Table I.. CBN '5uper.abrasivt Seledion CIwt

570 20/30 lt~ Electro· Same a Ty,pe 5:S0
1401170 p'lated

BORAZON
'CBNType

'Crystal
T")'pe

Me b
Si:liIl-

Wheel
Bond

Recomm _'nded
A:pplicaililln

Steel hardened
Ito Rockwell CSO
and a'lw ve; hi,gh.
Itemperatul'e
sup·er 1I0y with
bardne" e ,01'
Rock.we'll 'C3S_nd
,-bove'

Same a ,Type E.

Samea Type E

Same as Type Ii
softer t'ee'ls
where' II!brIl!5i,v,e
pullout j,sa
problem wben
grinding ",,!Itb
Typel

tlardened andor, ~erroll .aIl0)15
and cast ilron -

S mea Type 550

• ASTME E·' I 51.v. fypn l.and II CIM ,·-r•• 11.0' I".~abl. IS ""(ran Ipawd." "0. h ... '9''''d'''9.I.PII'''9.
1_ .noI· ""''''''''9· DAti,."""'"IG .... '." 11.. "", ~..m~"111'.om, R.I'.f."". n

Monocrys'lalline; 40/60"to
blo~~)' shape., 325/400
m,ed!um
CriabiUty

II Meta.l·coa.ted
Type I ,crystal

500 Monocrystallin.e:
blocky -hape,
"Gugher than
TYlpe I

Metal.
vitr-ous,
electro-
plated

40/60 to He in
325/400

,60/80' to EI~ec'ro·
325/400 Iplated

5.0 Sur,race·tre'ated '60(80' to M,elaJ,
Type 51)0 ,cry tal 325/400. vitreous

550 Mic::rocry tamnei 20130to M'etsll,
irregul'ar shape, 140/170 vitreous
high t.oughne •
high thermall
stabilit.y

Metal'coa'ed '20130 to Rein
Type 550' cry -t.aJ 1'1'11/1 '10

56{J1

Advantages
There are several reasons why CBN

grinding teclmoIogy is of interestto the
geM designer. user .•and manufacturer,
Some are related to improved quality
andoonsistency, while others are
related to increased. p.roductivity and
lower unit costs.

Reduoed Bum Tendency, !F.liom'the
point of view of both manufacturing
and design .reliability, the fac:tthat C.BN
technology promises to reduoethe

overall tendency to generate grinding
bums is.exJtremety attractive. Kumar'S)
reports that, ,a't reom temper;a.l:un!,
when grinding with a conventional
alwninum oxide wheel .•approximately
63% of the tota] heat generated goes
into the work while only 37% goes into
the wheel. By comparison •.when grihd-
ing.with a. CBN wheel, about 96% ,of
Ith~ItOtal heat goes into the wheel while
only 4% goes into' the part .. These
observations ,are based on Ithe thermal

May/.1Loo 1,990 '9



Fig.l,-Typical crystals of cubic boron nitride.

J 0 Gear Technology

properties shown in Fig. 3. While this
comparison is reasonable, it must be
noted that actual values will vary
substantially for any rea] grinding ex-
ample, depending on the gear material
and the actual wheel configuration ..
Still, the general trend is favorable since,
with less heat delivered to the gear, the
tendency to bum is markedly reduced.

This should not be interpreted, as
some have, as indicating that it is not
possible to burn parts when grinding
with CBN.. It is certainly possible ito
burn parts; it is just less likely that burn-
ing will occur. Things can go awry and
the results can be disastrous with the
best of processes.

Improved Wheel We. One of the
major problems associated with pro-
ducing quality parts is the deterioration
of the wheel with the number of linear
mches of surface ground. As the lite of
the wheel improves, the consistency of
the parts produced will also improve.
The life of a typical CBN wheel is much
longer, as Fig ..4 shows, than that for a
conventional wheel. In reviewing this
figure, it is important to note that two
abscissa scales are used, and that the one
for the CBN wheel is one hundred times
that for theconventional wheel It is
clear, for this experiment at least, that
the wear rate of the CBN wheel is 1/50
that of a conventional wheel.

fatigue Life and Reskf\ual Stress. One
of the benefits that have been claimed
for CBN is a significant improvement in
fatigue life and a related improvement
in the residual stress profile for CBN
parts. Figs. Sand 6, which were ab-
stracted from data obtained from Ref-

AUTHOR:
RAYMOND ~. DRAGO' is Q staff

engineer with the Mechanical Dynamic
Systems Technology Departm,ent of
Boeing Helicopter. He is also chief
engineer of Drive Systems Technology,
inc., a mechanical power transmission
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kinematics, analytical gear system
design and synthesis, finite element
,analysis, and computer programm ing,
Mr, Drago ooids master degrees in
engineering from the Pennsylvania
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engineering from Drexel University.
and he is a Iicensed.projessional engineer
in the State of Pennsylvania. He is a
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erence 6 as presented in Reference 5,
demonstrate improvements in both
fatigue Lifeand residual stresses for test
specimens made from Rene 80. While
we have no reason to doubt the verncity
of these data, the testing was accom-
plished on a material that is not typ-
ically used for gears and by a grinding
method that is not typical of gear tooth
grinding ~echn.iques. The overall results
are, however, intriguing and certainly
worth further investigation ..

It is this specific area that the program
reported in this article was developed. to
evaluate, The basic question posed at
the start of this program was 'How do
the bending, durability, and scoring
load capacities of CBN parts compare
to those of identical parts properly
ground by conventional techniques
with aluminum oxide wheels7" It was
not our intent to prove a result; rather,
our intent was to investigate a phenom-
enonand report the results ..

The Program
In Older to accurately compare the

performance of typical aerospace-
quality ge.ars that were finished by con-
ventional and CEN grinding techni-
ques, a test program was defined. The
gears used in this ~estprogram, £'01" both
the conventional and CEN grinding
methods, were otherwise identical,
within the limits normally allowed for
aerospace gearing in general. That is,
their basic geometry, accura.cy, mate-
rial, heat treatment, and all processing
other than the tooth grinding were as
nearly the same as practical. for both
configurations. These parameters are
also representative of typical BH heli-
oopter gears. so that the data may be
,easilytrmerred. to actual applications.

The specific test gear configurations
and test rigs used were the standard BH
rigs for each type of test and thus a large
amount of historical data was available
for comparative purposes ..

Test Gear Configuration
Two types of gears were tested as

shown in Table Il, Both are fully repre-
sentative of typical helicopter gears ex-
oept for face width. The d.ifferences in
configuration are necessary toaccom-
modate differences in the test rigs used
for each Ust.

ERIU.L
CClt!lDUC1iMTY .•
BnJJF1rISECI'f~·r-------------------------~~~~~~n~~~_~~~.~~,1

150

100

DIAMOND OBH 'COPPER S1iEEl SIUCONI AIUU-r.mrUM
CARBIDE OlaDE

Fig. 3 - Comparison of thermal conduetivity at room temperature.

RADIAL WHEEL
WiEAR·IN.
0.0010',....----------------="==- __--.

PLATED celt
0.0008

1

0,0006 I

!!!2:!!.§: 1 SURFACIi WLOCfI"Y. ¥'j • 5.210 fl II! 12I,,"II!I-'~ECI
L FU.lI 'MCAe"ENT. d-tOO5IN, (D.13.... )
2. IlillATItAIAlIREMOYAL l""'fE. ,I III 0. flllN'iIN:JIiON 11.... IIitIN~ArIM!liEC1
ill. DATA :FROIiI' R£fDtENCEJ "

OIO~---~10~--~~~---~~~,---~~~,---~SO
CONVEI'ITIONAL WHEEL ··IIN.

o 4,000

Fig. 4 - Labora lory comparison of wear rate of grinding wheels.

CISN WHEEL.• IN.

LENGTH OF SLOT GROUND

ALTERNATING.
STRESS· KSI'OO,~~~----------------------------------_,

10

60

F;ig. 5 - Fatigue characterise ics of Rene 60 produced by plunge grinding.

RESIOUI<.L
S1i1IESS • KSI160,r----------------------------------------,

140

120

100

z 10
'0.;;; '60z
~ 40

20

.- BORAZON CBN 170/200 GRiff
- - .Al.IIMINIIM OXIDE

:Fig. 6 - Residual surface stress proflles in Rene 80 produced by plunge grinding.
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Table Il, Test Gear Configurations

Parameter Scoring and D~rabili~~Bending Fatigue
Spur
5.3333
25,
32.
12 - 13
AIS[ 9310 DVM
(BMS 7-249,
Type nI)

HRC 60-'64
0.035-0,055

Type
Diametral Pitch (in.]
Pressure Angle (deg)
Number of Teeth
quality Levei,Qn
Material

Surface Hardness
Effect! ve Case Depth

(at HRC 50) (in.)
Core Hardness
Surface Finish (max)

HRC 32-42
25RMS

Spur
5.0
25.
30.
12 - 13
AISI 9310 DVM
(8MS 7-249,
Type Ill)
HRC 60-64
0,03·0-0.045

HRC 32-42
25 R:vIS

AU gears were form-ground with fun
circular fillets. All CBN test specimens
were shot-peened per our normal pro-
duction specification ..The advantage of
using these specific configurations for
the test parts is that they represent
standardized test components that have
been used for over 20 years in. similar
test programs; thus, the reliability of the
specimens and their application to the
final product are wel1-documented and
understood. In addition, a large and
varied test data history is available for
comparative purposes. The small dif-
ferences in pitch and case depth simply
accommodate differences in the test rigs
used for the bending and surface loads
tests.

Test Gear Manufacture
The test gears were manufactured in

accordance with normal Boeing Heli-
copter's standards by a qualified sup-
plier. The results of all inspections con-
ducted on the as-manufactured parts in-
dicated. that they were within typical ex-
pected ranges for other parts of similar
size and configuration and were repre-
sentativeof the results for geometrically
identical test gears from previous
programs,

The only significant diff·erence noted
between the CBN-ground gears and
previous test gears is that the surface
finish on the CBN test gears hovered
near the limit, typically 20-25 Rl'vIS,
while most previous conventionally
ground gears were found to be well
below the limit on surface finish,
typically 14-18 RMS.
12 Gear Technology

The surface finish on the CBN parts
could be improved by using a finer
grade wheel (i.e., smaller CBN par-
tides). If this is done with a plated
wheel, however, wheel life may suffer
somewhat ..Use of a finer wheel of the
bonded type will improve finish, but
war sacrifice some part-to-part
consistency .

Single-Tooth Bending
fatigue Testing

In order to evaluate the relative bend-
ing fatigue capacity of CBN and con-
ventional gears, a series of carefully
controlled single-tooth bending fatigue
tests were run.

Test Fixture. The fixture used (Fig. 7)
is the standard BH single tooth rig. It ap-
plies a unidiredionalload to one tooth
at a time. A total of four teeth per
specimen are typi.cally tested, although
this can be increased to eight with a
special adapter. The fixture is installed
in a universal fatigue test machine (in
this case, a Baldwin-lima-Hamilton
IV-20) capable of applying 16,000
poundsoftotal testload (8,000 pounds
steady, plus 8,000 pounds alternating)
at a frequency of 1,200 cycles per
minute. The fixture is designed so that
the load is applied to the test tooth at the
highest point of single-tooth contact
(based on a 1:1 ratio), while the reaction
anvil contacts the reaction tooth at the
lowest point of single-tooth contact. A
constant load of 100 pounds is main-
tained on the test tooth at all times to
prevent the impact. loading that would
occur if the load went through zero,

Instrumentation. The only instru-
mentation required for this test was that
necessary to monitor test time (cydes of
load application) and acrackwire sig-
nal. The crackwire provided automatic
machine shutdown and test termination
when the crack "reached a specific, pre-
determined length, so that all failures
were uniform. The erackwire was posi-
tioned on all gears so that a crack of ap-
proximately 0.070 - 0.080' inch would
break the wire and cause an automatic
shutdown.

A high-amplitude microswitch was
also provided as a backup. This switch
sensed abnormal movements of the
machine that might occur in the event of
an unexpected failure of the machine or
the test specimen and automatically
shut down the machine.

Calibration. Before the start of the
test, the load link and one of the test
gears were instrumented with strain
gages ..The test gear was gaged as shown
in Fig. 8 so that actual gear tooth root
stresses could be measured. The loca-
tion of the strain gages on the test gears
was determined by calculation of the
critical section based on the standard
AGMA approach and by examination
of the failure origins from previous test
gears. Since these test gears are quite
thick-rimmed, the measured stresses
should match those predicted by the
AGMA method relatively dosely. As
Fig. 9 shows, there was good
correlation.

P!locedure. The testing procedure
was quite simple. The test gear was in-
stalled in the fixture, and the height of
the load anvil was adjusted to the re-
quired position (highest point of single-
tooth contact) as determined by gear
and fixture geometry. The load anvil
was then checked for proper position-
ing. A steady load of 100 pounds was
applied to the test tooth, and aU dimen-
sions were rechecked. The steady load
was maintained approximately 100
pounds above the alternatiIlg load at all
test conditions to prevent impact
loading of the teeth.

Once the gear position was checked,
the desired load was applied and the
machine turned on. A small amount ·or
moly grease was used at the tooth / an-
vil contact points to prevent fretting,
During the course of the testing the
specimen was checked for localized
heating. At no time did the specimen



FIg. ., - Single-tooth bending fatigue lest fixture.

'temperature exceed the ,ambient room
temperature by more than 20°f. Each
specimen. was run at the specified load
unit fajJure or 10 mi1lion cycles,
whichever occurred first Runouts were
determined by cycle count. failure was
defined as a crack that progressed suf-
ficiently Ito break the eraekwire, at
which poilnt the machine was shut
down automatically. This procedure in-
sured that all failures were uniform ..

Results. A total of twelve data points.
eleven failures"and one runout, were
obtained. The data were analymi in ac-
cordance with standard BH statistkali
methods.m The results of this aJ'lalysis
are presented in.fig. 10. In order to pro-
vide a. basis for comparison" similar
data for two previous ~est programs,
using identical gears, but convention-

TOOTHBE_a
STRESS· KSI*.-----------------------------~

~Ig. 8 - Strain gage and crackwire placement. Fig. 9 - Single-tooth bending c llbrationand ccrrelation.
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Fig. 11-Single-tooth bending fatigue data for conventionally ground gear of vacuum-carburized steel.
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Fig. 13 - Rig for rotating surface durability and
scoring test

Fig.1:4-Gear research lest facility.

1'4 ,sear Technology

ally ground with aluminum. oxide
wheels, are shown in Figs. lland 12.
VVhile the mean endurance limits for
these thr-ee tests vary somewhat, the
mean-minus-three-sigma (standard
deviation) limits are remarkably
similar. Much infannation that isnot at
first obvious is conveyed by these thr-ee
charts,

Durability and Scoring Testing
Test Rig. The test rig used for both the

durability and scoring test phases ,of this
program is shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
This four-square, locked-in-torque rig is
capable of testing spur or helical gears
on 6-, 1()", or Ill-inch center distances.
Two test configurations at each center
distance, overhung and straddle-
mount,ed,are possible with this rig.
When mounted m the overhung con-
figuration, as shown in Fig. 13, the gears
are wholly contained within. a housing
that is external to all!other rotating com-
ponents. This allows the test gear
lubrication system to be fine-tuned ex-
actly to the configuration being tested ..
The test oil thus lubricates nothing but
the test gears, socross-contamination is
avoided. Precise control of flow,
pressure, and Itemperature, as we1Ias oil
jet impingement on the test gears
themselves, is carefully maintained.

The stand is capable of testing up to
a pitch-line velocity of 10,000 feet per
minute at more than 50,000 in.-Ib of
pinion torque ..AI1 gears and bearings,
both test and slave, are pressure-jet
lubricated with M1L-L-23699 oil. Power
is supplied bya lOO-hp motor running
at 3,600 rpm. Variations in. shaft speed
are provided bychangingthe Hming
pulley configuration between the motor
and the test stand input shaft.

Each gearbox on the rig (twa slave
and one test) is lubricated with a
separate, completely self-contained oil
system. Each systemconsists of both
pressure and scavenge pumps with m-
line heat exchangers, presSU1'eand
temperature sensors, and a very-high-
capacity fine filtration system (.3,12, .25
micron; 12 used for this testing). The
test gearbox is also equipped with an in-
line, high-capacity heater that aJJ!ows
the actual oil inlet temperatureat the
test gear jet ito be controlled within 5°F.

Instrumentation. The major variable
in bath the scaring and durability
testing is shaft torque; thus, shaft torque



measurement is provided. In addition,
'the stand is instrumented to provide in-
formation on oil flow rate, pressure,
temperature (into and out of the test
unit), and run time. Vibration measure-
ment is also available, but was not used
in this testing ..

Calibration. Before the start ·of the
test program, the instrumented shaft
that is used to measure torque is eali-
bra~ed (actually calibrated twice since a
redundant torque bridge is provided for
reliability). The 'oil flow and tempera-
ture sensors to the test gear set are also
calibrated and certified.

In addition, all gearboxes are
drained, flushed, and refilled with the
test lubricant to insure that the oil.
systems are free of any possible con-
taminants fJ10m previous testing.

Procedure. At the start of the test, all
oil lubrication pumps were started and
run until a stable ~emperatu:re condition
was observed. At that point, the desired
torque was applied to the pinion shaft
within an accuracy of 5%.

The specific test conditions for the
scoring and durability tests were slightly
different as Tables III and IV show.

The durability tests were run for 7
million cycles or until failure, whichever
occurred first. Failure was determined
by the occurrence oE a minimum of one
pit, at least 1116 by 1116 inch in size, on
at least three nonadjacent teeth. A gear
that completed 7 million cycles was
considered a runout.

Th.escoring tests were run according
to the procedure outlined in Fig. 15.
Testing continued by this procedure un-
til .fai]ure; thus the scoring testing pro-
duced. no' runout points.

Durability Results. Atotal of ten data
points, eight failures, and two runouts,
were obtained. As was the case with the
bending data, these data were analyzed
in accordance with standard BH statis-
tical methods.m The results of this
analysis are presented in Fig. 16. In
order to provide a basis for compar-
ison, similar data for a previous test
program, using identical gears, but con-
ventionally ground with aluminum ox-
idewhee]s, are shown inFig. 1'1. \NhiIe
the meanenduranee limits for these two
tests vary considerably, the mean-
minus-three-sjgma (standard deviation)
limits almost overlie one another.

Scoring Results. A total of ten scoring
data pointswere obtained from this

Table m. Durability Test Conditions

3.600 r,pm
135°F
45 psi
0.32 gpm

Pinion Speed
Oil Inlet Temperature
Oil J·et Pressure
Oil. Jet Flow

Table rv. Scoring Test Conditions

Pinion Speed
Oil Inlet Temperature
Ol] Jet Pressure
Oil Jet Flow

3.600.rpm
200°F
45 psi
o.32gpm

RUN IN A';f
INITlALL.OAD

FOA 15 M1NIJI'ES

RUN FOil AN
ADDITlOl'!A!. 15 "'INUTES

AT SAME tOAD

OI~ SCORING I'AOGflESS? !OK!

I'U

R-!I. lS - Scoring test procedure.
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testing. The results were analyzed
statistically based on a normal distribu-
tion so tha.t the scoring probability
curve shown in Fig. 18 could be
developed. For reference purposes, the
curve obfained from a similar test pro-
gram with conventionally ground spur
gears is superimposed on the same
figure, The difFerence between the two

.. ;~:,. 1 allcurves IS msJotwlcant Y 10m__r,
The additional line shown in Fig. 18

denote AISI 9310 gears that welle car-
burlzed, hardened, and(1)nventionally
ground. The data Iorthese other oils,
presented for comparative reference
only, were obtained either from similar
R&D testing or by ratioing Ryder-type
data to.fit the format shown. The data
shown are valid tor reference purposes,
but their use in design must be modified
by appropriate safety factors to account
for increased data uncertainty relative
tothe MJL-SPEC oils.

Discussion
Based on the data presented here, it

appears that there is not a significant
differenoe in the load capacity of gears
ilhat have been finished by CBNgrind-
ing when compared to exactly identical
gears that have been finished by con-
ventional. methods with aluminum ox-
ide wheels, This observation would
seem to contradict the data. shown in
IFig. 5 in which the CBN process is
credited with a substantial improve-
ment in the bending fatigue capability of
parts that were CBN-ground when
compared to conventionally ground
parts. However, several factors must be
considered before proceeding further.

First and foremost, the data presented
in Fig. 5 are neither based on gear tooth
testing nor is the material one that
would be used for a gear. In addition, all
of Ithegears that were used in the testing
reported herein were shot-peened all
over aft.er fInal grind.

The major difference, however, may
well be that these gears are all (both con-
ventional and CBN) of typical helicop-
ter main power train quality. This being
the case, both the conventional and the
CBN grinding processes are very care-
flilly controlled and monitored so that
problems related to burning and other
heat-related distress do not occur in the
finished parts.

lfthe conventional grinding process
is carefuUy centrelled, it win produce
J 6, Gem Technology

FLASHI
TEMPERATURE·OF

400 lu.g~§.f-:::
35011=
300

2SO~L-~~~ ~~~~==~I
ID,011 10.1 11 tD 90

SCORJNGPROBADIUTY· PERCENT

!Fig. 18 - Scoring probability of conventionally and CBN-ground spur lest gears.

parts that are free or even minimal
distress. C-onversely, if it is not carefully
controlled and monitored, parts wi.th
high residual tensile stresses and pos-
sibly some burns can become part of a
given lot of parts, thus reducing the
overall average load capacity ..Since one
of the main advantages of the CBN pro-
cess is its relative insensitively to such
problems, it stands to reason that, when
compared to conventional grinding of
commercial. quality, it is possible that
,the CBN parts may show an improve-
ment in fatigue life. This improvement
is, however, plainly not evident when
CBN parts are compared with very
high-quality parts made by conven-
tional techniques.

This is not to say that the use of CBN
grinding is of no advantage. This testing
simply indicates that, for helicopter-
quality gears, no load capacity advan-
tage is obtained through the use of CBN
gears.

Considerable advantage can be ob-
tained, even for helicopter-quality
gears, through use of CBN gears due to
improvements in.productivity and con-
sistency of parts. In fact. based on the
favorable results of this program, CBN
gnnding has been approved as a pro-
duction process for several current ap-
plieations with good results ..

Residual Stresses
One of the advantages that is fre-

quently claimed for CBN partS(4e5Jis the
existence of a residual compressive layer
on the ground tooth surfaces after CBN
finishing. The implication is, of course,

that the residual stress profile produced
by conventional grinding is poor by
comparison ..

As noted above, based on the fa.vor-
able results of this program, the CBN
process was ultimately approved for use
on 9310 steel production gears, Before
this approval was granted, however,
completed destructive metallurgical
evaluations were performed on several
of these production parts. Specifkally,
comparative evaluations were con-
ducted on conventionally ground pro-
duction parts and on the proposed
CBN-grcound replacement parts. In
general, 'the two, Itypes of finishing
methods produced pam of like metal-
lurgical characteristics, As part of the
metallurgical evaluation, residual stress.
measurements were taken by x-ray di£-
fraction techniques on both types of
parts before and after shot-peening. The
results ·ofthese measurements are
shown in Figs. 19 and 20 for the CBN
and conventionally ground parts, re-
spectively. These producti.on piutS are
10 diametral.-pitch, 19,'OCIO-rpmhelical
gearstraasmitting about 2,000 horse-
power ..

While the CBN-ground gears do ex-
hibit a veryshallow compressive stress
layer, the properly conventionally
ground gears also' show a similar
shallow compressive stress layer. This
compressive layer is, however, mu.ch
enhanced. by proper shot-peening on
both the CBN and conventionally
ground gears, as is evident from these
plots.
(continued on page 48)
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Summary:
Solutions to, the governing equations of a spur gear

transmission model, developed in a previous article are
presented. Factors affecting the dynamic load are identified.
It is fou.nd that the dynamic load increases wit.h operating
speed up to a system natura] frequency. At operating speeds
beyond the natural. frequency the dynamic load decreases
dramatically. Also, it is found 'that the transmitted load and
shaft inertia have little effect upon the total dynamic load.
Damping and friction decrease the dynamic load. Finally,
tooth stiffness has a significant effect upon dynamic loading:
the higher the stiffness, the lower the dynamic loading ..Also,
the higher the stiffness, the higher the :rot.ating speed required
for peak dynamic response,

Introduction
The development ·0£ a simple parallel shaft spurgear

transmission model with its dynamic differential equations
and solution procedureswere presented in Reference 1 ..
Various parameters such as inertia, stiffness, friction, and
damping were included in the governing equations for further
studY.(1)

The purpose of this report is to determine the efFectof these
parameters on gear dynamic load ..The dynamic load oIa
gear transmission can be found by solving the governing
equation, The solution is known as the dynamic motion of
the gear transmission. This dynamic motion can then be
substituted into other analytical formulae and solved. for gear
dynamic loads.

A model of the transmission is depicted in Fig. 1. The
governing equations are:

J~M + Cs1(OM - 01) + Ksl (8M - (1) = TM (1)

}181 + Cst(81 - 8M) + !<sl(Ol - tiM) + C&(tH~lb - ~j21
+ Kg(t)[Rt,1(Rt,161 -Rt,i:I:z)) = TIl(t) (2),

Jii2 + C~(tJ2 - ,011 + ~(81 - 81) + Cg(t)[~il - ~lell,
+ Kg(t)[R.,2(R.,20Z - Rt,18'l)l = TI2(t) (3)

Mit + CdOt. - (2) + I<s2(OL - f)2) = - T L (4)

where JM' )v h, and l represent the mass moments of Iner-
tia of the motor, the gears, and the load; ~, Csz, and Cg(t)
are damping coefficients of the shafts and the gears; !<sl' Ku
and Kg(t) are stiffness of the shafts and the gears; TM, T J.,

T 1I(t), and T,f2(lt) are motor and load torques and frictional
torques on the gears; RbI and Rb2are base circle radii of
the -gears; t is time; and the overdots indicate time
differentiation.
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In this report we present the results of numerical solutions
of Equations 1 to 4 for a typical transmission system. A flow
chart outlining the numerical procedure is presented, Natural
frequencies are determined. The dynamic load is determined.
Finally, the dynamic factor defined as the ratio of the dynamic
load to the static load, is determined. cO The results are
calculated as functions of the rotatingspeed and roll angle for
a variety of damping and stiffness conditions.

I

I

'rl 1== .-GEAR 1
I

..,
MOTOR SHAFT 1 I--

II.J 'ILl

~ I1'1 'rl

I-- I SHAFT 2 LOAD
!DR 2-.E,'" 1,11

0;;;;;; ,

Fig. ] - A 'simple spur gear system.

P'mcedure
Fig. 2, presents a flow chart of the computational procedure

used in the parameter study. The procedure is the same as that
outlined at 'the end of Reference 1.

In conducting the analysis it is useful to comparethe loca-
tions of the peak dy-namic loads with the locations er the
system natura] frequencies (or critical speeds), The natural
frequencies themselves may beobtamed by examining the un-
damped equations of motion. These equations may be writ-
ten in the matrix. fonn:

lIll[O I + [KJ 19]: = [0) (5)
where the inertia matrix III is

I-JM 0 .0 0

[JI= 0 II 0 0 (6)0 0 J2 0
0 0 0 JL

"The term "dynamic factor" or "dynamic load factor" has been used in-
consistenliy in the literature. The American Gear Manufacturer's
Association (AGMA) dynamic factor, K" is, used as a. strength reduc-
tion factor and is defin d as the maximum static load divided by the max-
imum dynamic load. This paper will follow the ISO convention. which
uses the dynamic factor, Kt, as a load / stress increasing [actcr.
Therefore, Kd = lIKy•

GEIlI'£TItYOF SYSTEIIC_lfI$ MD
COIUfmOllS OF SYSTEM~RATiOil

c:AltllLAIIOll'1F TOOTHPlIOI'll£.
I'ESIl S1IFFIlESS. IllER liAS.
DNf'ING. AIIDflltrlOll

CALCUlJiT.lOll OF
IHITIAL COIIDIJIOIIS

CIIlCLlArlOll !If D'I'IINIIC COIIDlTJOII
FOIl 011[ PERIOD PER I'ESIl'

Fig. 2: - flow chart -of computation ..] procedure.

NOMENCLATURE
C g damping coefficient of gear tooth mesh, N-sec

(lb-sec)
C, damping coefficient of shalt, N-m-sec (in.-lb-sec)
1L polar moment of inertia of lead, kg-m2 (in.-Ib-ser)
JM polar moment of inertia of motor, kg_m2 On.-lb-sec2)
JI polar moment of inertia of gear 1, kg_m2 (in.-lb-ser)
12. polar moment of inertia of gear 2, kg-m2 Un.-Ib-ser)
KJ dynamic factor
Kg stiffness of gear tooth, N Im-rad (in.llb-rad)
K, stiHness o.fshaft, N-m/rad (in-Ib/rad)
K, AGMA dynamic factor, Kv = liKe!
Rb base radius, m (in.)
R-p pitch radius, m (in.)
TL torque on load, N-m (in.-lb)
TM torque on motor, N-m (in.-lb)
Tfl torque on gear 1, N-m (in-Ib)
T12. torque on gear 2, N-m (in.-lb)
W applied load, N (lb)
(j angular displacement, tad
o angular velocity, rad/sec
fj a~gular acceleration, rad/secl
Wn natural fr1!quency, Hz
t damping ratio

MayIJune 199019'



and the stiffness matrix IKJ is

Ksl -K,l 0 0
[K]=

-K,j K,l+ (~)."zbl -(Kg)a~l~ 0
(7)

0 -(Kg)a~l~ ~ + (Kg)avI2h2 -~
0 0 -~ Ku

where (KgJavg represents the average value of the gear mesh
stiffness ..It is taken as the sum of the discrete tooth stiffness
values of a mesh cycle divided by the number of mesh posi-
tions in the cycle.

The ONLY sou rce tor 0 ..,iE'.M.
CLEVELAND RIGIDHOB'BER

Ge'nuline Parts & Documentation

CIRCLE A·10 ON READER REP,lV CARD

In the parameter study the system had identical gears with
the following properties:

Number of teeth 36
Module, mm 3.18 (8 d.iametral pitch)
Pitch diameter, m (in.) 0.1143 (4.5)
Pressure angle, deg 20
Applied load, N (lb) 2670 (600)
Face width, m (in.) . . .. . 0.0254 (1.0)
Moment of inertia,

kg m2 (in.-Ib-se~) .. 3.3323 X 10-3 (0.02947)
Average tooth stiffness, N m/rad

(lb-in.xrad) 3.991 X lOS(3.5355 X HY')
Damping ratio 0.10
The shaft stiffness and inertias were;
Shaft stiffness, N m/rad

(irr-Ih/rad} 1138.17 (10081)
Load inertia and motor inertia, kg m2

(in.~Ib-se~) ..... 9 ..989xlO-3 (each) (0.08841)

Results
Using the aforementioned data in the gear system model

shown inFig. 1, the natural frequencies of the four degrees of
freedom model were found to be

Wnl = 0 (rigid body mode) Wn2= 1.49 Hz
(8)

WnJ = 2.99 Hz W.n4 = 144.8 Hz
The first t1wee natural frequencies are wen below tooth
meshing frequencies and are, therefore, not of interest in.this
analysis (although they can still.be excited by shaft eccentri-
city, which is not modeled here). The fourth natural fre-
quency matches tooth meshing frequency at the critical speed
of 8688 FP.m,which is within the operating range of the gears.

Fig. 3 shows the variation of dynamic load response for a
pair of teeth as a function of roll angle. At speeds much lower
than the critical speed, the dynamic load response is basically
a static load sharing in phase with the stiffness change,
superimposed with an oscillatory load at a frequency COf-

responding to the natural frequency.
At higher speed, dose to the critical speed, the dynamic

load variation becomes so abrupt that it produoes tooth
separation. The peak dynamic load is much higher than the
static load and is very likely to be a source of gear noise and
early surface fatigue.

Fig. 4 shows the dynamic factor ~ as a function of
operating speed. Prominent peaks (resonances) may be seen
at speeds of 7650 and 4200 rpm. The larger peak 7650 rpm oc-
curs at 88% of thecalculated critical speed. The experimen-
tal work by Kubo(6)reported a similar result: that the critical
speed was found at about 90% of 'thecalculated critical speed.
The second peak at 4200 rpm is a.nonlinear effect of the time
varying tooth stiffness knownas the parametric resonance ...
This parametric resonance frequency occurs at about one-half

.20' Gem Technology



As the speed increases, the dynamic response also, shows
a phase shift toward the higher numbered contact positions.
This phenomenon can be seen by noting that at speeds from
6(10 to 4200 rpm (one-half subharmonic), the maximum
dynamic load occurs at double- to single-contact transitlons
(position 51) and gradually changes, to single- to double-
contact transitions (position 75) . At speeds between one':half
subbarmonic and resonance, the maximum peak stays nea:r
the single- to double-contact transitions. After the speed
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Fig, 3 - Dynamic loads at different speeds for identical years. Module =
3.18mm;pressure~ - 20°; pitch radii - 57.1 mm: applied load - .2760
N (600lb.l.
of the critical! speed. (21 For speeds above the critical speed, the
dynamic response decreases steadily in the same manner as
with elementary vibrating systems.

Fig. S shows a three-dimensional representation of the
system dynamic response. The horizontal axis represents the
operating speed, and the contact position along the tooth pro-
file. The total number of contact positions is 121. The vertical
axis is the dynamic factor.

Fig. 6 presents. a contour plot of the system dynamic
response. The shaded areas represent regions where tooth
separation occurs. They are located in the double contact
regions. At near resonance speeds the vibration ampl'itude ex-
(leeds the deflection of the meshing teeth, thus inducing tooth
separation.
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passes resonance, the major dynamic peak moves again
towards higher contact positions on tooth profile with in-
creasing speed.

Fig. 7 shows the dynamic ractor as a function of the
transmitted loads for three different speeds. There is only a
small decrease in dynamic factor with increased applied load.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of damping on the dynamic load. h
is seen that dampin-8 has its greatest effect near resonance
frequencies.

Changes inshaft stiffness have a minor effect on the system.
dynamic response. However changes of tooth stiffness have
a major eHect on the response. Fig. 9 shows that the higher
the tooth stiffness the lower the dynamic response (dynamic
factor). This is consistent with observations that as the tooth
I
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fig. 5 - System dynamic response.
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Fig..6 - Contour plot of system dynamic response.
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stiffness increases the effect of gear mass on the system
dynamics is reduced, Fig. 9'also shows Ithat system resenanee
frequencies are increased as the tooth stiffness increases. This
is a. potentially useful eHed for the design of gear systems.

The ,effect of shaft mass is assumed small compared tothat
of the gears. fig. 10 shows that as the gear inertia is reduced,
the dynamic response is also reduced.

For gears with difE·el1entdiametral pitches, the dynamic
response is different due to the change in. contact ratio. Gears
with a finer pitch have a higher contact ratio. Since the con-
tact ratio is a measure ,of the duration of the load being shared
by more than one pair of teeth, it has a significant effect on
the system dynamic response.

Fig. 11 shows a comparison between gears having difFerent
diametral pitches ..The finer pitch gears, having a higher con-
tact ratio, have a smaller dynamic load than the coarser pitch
gears.
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Fig. '9-Effect of.average tooth stiffness on dynamic response. AVeI<IgI!tooth
stiffness: 100% value - 3.991 X 105 N-m/rad.
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Discussion
In 1927, A.A. Ross(J) introduced the following empirical

formula for the dynamic factor k.;:

DIAo'I:TRAl
PITCH

2
2i....
u;:;:
u

~ 1...
Q

o

78
ky=----

(78 + ..JV)
(9)

frIORMAL [ZED SPEED, !.I/!.ln

where v is the pitch line speed measured in ft/min. This ex-
pression received acceptance as a standard factor used by the
American Gear Manufacturer's Association (AGMA). In
1959, a similar factor for use with higher precision gears was
introduced by Wellauer.(4)

78 ]'1'
78 + ..JV

(10)

fig., 11- Effectof diametral pitch on dynamic response.
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Equations 9 and 10 are recognized as being conservative
when applied with very high precision gears. They are
thought to predict dynamic loads which are higher than the
actual loads.

Bucki.ngham(!» has also developed an expression for the
dynamic load in terms of the pitch line speed.and the applied
load. His formula is
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where Wd is the dynamic load, W is the applied load, and
the factors fa and fb are

where F is the face width, ISis the elastic constant, and tc is

where Rl and R2 are the pitch radii of the gears, and m is
their effective mass. (In these expressions the units are in
pounds and inches except for the pitch line speed which is
measured in ft/min.)

Kubo(6) measured static and dynamic gear stresses on
several high-precision spur gear systems. Kubo expressed the
dynamic factor as the ratio of maximum dynamic to the
maximum stat ic stress. Since stress is proportional to load,
Kubo's definition of dynamic factor is identical to that used
here. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of (lIKy) from the
AGMA high-precision formula (Equation 10L (WdIW)
from Buckingham's formula, Kubo's results, and the results
of the computer simulation for an identical spur gear pair
with 4 mm module, 25 teeth, 20° pressure angle, 15 mm face
width, 131.5 kN/m applied load, and 207 GPa Young's
modulus.
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Fig. 12- Comparison of experimental. empirical,and computer simulation
results.

There is at good agreement between Kubo's result and the
computer simulation.

Conclusions
From the foregoing results several conclusions may be

stated:
1. for accurately made gears, the dynamic load is signifi-

cantlyaffect·ed by the contact ratio; for increased diametral
pitch.. that is, for high contact ratio gears, the dynamic load
is decreased.

2. The tooth stiffness has a significant effect upon the
dynamic load: the higher the stiffness, the lower the dynamic
load. Also, the higher-the stiffness, the higher the critical speed
for peak response.

3. The dynamic load generally increases with the operating
speed until a resonance is reached. The dynamic load
decreases rapidly beyond the resonance.

4. Damping and friction decrease the dynamic load with
the most dramatic effects occurring near the resonance
frequencies.

S. The applied load has a relatively minor effect upon the
dynamic factor,

6. Tooth separation - leading to impact - occurs in the
double tooth contact region since the deflections are smallest
in that region.

7. The dynamic factor is largest for contact points near the
tooth tip.

8. The dynamic tactor decreases with decreases in the gear
body inertia .. Shaft moment of inertia has a minimal. effect
upon the dynamic factor.

1.5
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The G,eometric Design of
Internal Cear Pairs,

J. R Colbourne.
University of Alberta

Edmonton. Alberta. Canada

Abstract:
The paper describes a procedure for the design of internal

gear pairs, which is a gener alized form of the long and short
addendum system, The procedure includes checks for in.-
terference, tip interference, undercutting, tip interference
during cutting, and rubbing during cutting,

Introduction
The geometric design of any gear pair involves the selec-

tion of several quantities, including the tooth numbers, the
module, the pressureangle, the tooth thicknesses, and the
diameters of the gear blanks. After values have been chosen
for each of these quantities, the design must be checked to en-
sure that certain requirements are met, There must be a
suitable amount of backlashand adequate values for the con-
tact ratio, the working depth, and the clearances. There must
be no interference, and, whenever possible, undercutting
should be avoided. In the case of an internal gear pair, there
are several other checks to be made which do notapply to ex-
ternaI gear pairs. There must be no tip interference, and it
must be possible to cutthe internal gear without tip in-
terference from the cutter or rubbing during the return strokes
of the cutter ,

If all the design quantities are chosen independently, a long
trial and error process is often required before optimum
values are found. This paper describes a systematic pro-
cedure, in which the values of the design quantities-are
calculated in a specified order, to satisfy some of the necessary
requirements. There is one free parameter left undetermined,
and this is chosen by the designer to meet as far as possible
the remaining requirements for the gear pair. The method can
be regarded as a generalized form of the long and short ad-
dendum system,

The design procedure consists of the following steps. First,
the module and the tooth numbers are selected so that the re-
quired ratio is obtained, and the standard center distance C.
is equal to or slightly less than the actual center distance C
Then the 'tooth thicknesses are chosen to give the specified
backlash. This is the point where the free parameter is in-
troduced, as we will see later in the paper. Assuming we know
the specification of the cutter which will be used to cut the
gears, the dedendum of each gear is effectively determined by
the choice of the tooth thicknesses,

We now have to choose the addendum values for each
28 GearTechnology

gear. It isgenerally recognized that interference in internal
gear pairs is most likely to occur at the tooth fillets of the pi-
nion, and it is, therefore, common practice to shorten the
teeth of the internal gear to prevent the possibility of in-
terference, One effect of the shorter teeth is that the working
depth in the gear pair isoften less than two modules, the value
generally recommended for external gear pairs. However, the
contact ratio is usually still quite adequate, in spite of the
smaller working depth, due to the manner in which the teeth
of the internal gear wra.p around the path of contact. With
these considerations in mind, we choose the addendwn values
of the two gears in a manner that first avoids interference at
the tooth fillets of the pinion, and then maximizes the working
depth, This paper contains the equations necessary to carry
out each step of the design procedure and also to apply the
checks describedearlier,

In the design of internal gear pairs, it ispossible to' use very
large values of profile shift, This is not the case for external
gear pairs, where an increase in the profile shift of one gear
must be accompanied by a decrease in that of the other in
order to maintain the necessary backlash. The sum of the pro-
file shift values in an external gear pair is essentially deter-
mined by the value of (C-Cs)' the amount by whichthe
center distance is extended from its standard value, and this
quantity is limited by the maximum value permitted for the
operating pressure angle. For this reason, it is very unusual
for either gear in an external gear pair to have a profile shift
of more than one module _The situation in an internal gear
pair is different. When the profile shift of the pinion is in~
creased, the profile shift of the internal gear must also he in-
creased if the backlash is to remain unchanged, The increases
only reach their limit when the teeth of the internal gear
become weaker than those of the pinion, and this generally
does not happen until the profile shift values are quite large,
It is, therefore, possible for both the pinion and the internal
gear to have profile shift values of considerably more than
one module. The advantage of these large profile shiJt values
is that they can sometimes be used to prevent tip interference
and the other problems discussed earlier. -
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Te.rminology, Notation, and Some Well-Known Results
The pitch circle of a gear when it is meshed with its basic

rack will be called the standard pitch circle, and all quantities
defined on this cirde wiIl be identified by the subscript s. The
pitcheircles of two gea.rs in cperation, often called the
operating pitch circles, will be called simply the pitch circles,
and quantities defined on these ci.rdes will be idm.tified by the
subscript p. The subscripts Rand b will apply to the same
quantities at atypical radius R and at the base circles.

Equations 1-9 are presented without proof. since they are
weD known. For a gear with N teeth, modul m and pressure
a-ngle q,s' Equations 1 and 2 give the radii R, and R, of the
standard pitch circle and the base circle. Equations 3-5 give
the profile angle q,R. the polar coordinate f) and the tooth
thickness ItR, all measured at radius R. For an internal gear
pair, Equations 6-9 give the pitchd:rcle radii, the operating
~ircu.laI pitch PP' and the operating pressure angles q, of the
gear pair and q,'p of each gear. Where there are alternative
signs in Equations 4 and 5, the upper sign refers to the pinion.
and the lower sign refers toth internal gear. InEq-uations f>.!9,
and throughout this paper, the pinion is numbered as gear 1
and the intemal gear as gear 2.

L~--Nm
2

~ = R, cose,

_ Rbq,R = a.recos-
R

(J = ±~ + (inv ¢ - inv q,R)
2Rs

tR = R ~~ ± 2(inv ¢s - inv ¢Rl ~

N1C

(R -R),q, = tbp = al"ccos hZ - bl

C

The Design Procedure
The tooth thicknesses of the pinion and the internal gear

at the:ir pitch circles must be chosen ina maruler which gives
the specified value for the backlash B. This requirement can
be met by the following values.

(10)

(ll)

The quantity 4tp in these 'equations is th free parameter
that was mention d earli r ..Its value, which may be positive
or negative, is chosen by the designer, and we wi.ll discuss
later the effects of a change in the value of 4tp.

Once the tooth thicknesses are chosen. and assuming that
we know the specification of the cutter, it is possible to
calculate th -radii of the two root circles. In other words, the
dedendum of each gear is known. Details of these calcula-
tions are given in the Appendix. We also show in the Appen-
dix, how to calculate the radii Rn and Rfl. of the fillet circles,
which pass through the tops of th tooth fillets, and the radii.
RLI and RI.2 of the limit eireles,

We now choose the radius Rnof themternal gear tip cir-
cle so that the pinion limit circle radius is 0.025 modules
larger than the fillet circle radius.

Rll = Rfl + 0.025m (12)

(1)

(2) The second of these equations isa J'learra.ngement of Equa-
tion A19 in the Appendix. By choosing Rn according to
this equation, we are designing the gear pair so that the form
circle of the pinion passes exactly through the tops of its
tooth Hllets, and we have ther~by insured Ithat there wil1be
no interference at the pinion teeth Hllets, ]l the clearane at
the pinion root circle isle s than 0.25 modul s.•the teeth of
the internal ge.ar should be shortened until the required
minimum clearance is achieved. The radius of the tip cirel
is then given by the following equation,

(3)

(4)

(5)
Rn = C + RrD<>I.1 + O.25m (14)

We also have to choose a value for the radius Rn of the
(6) pinion tip circle. In aid r to obtain the maximum available

working depth, we choose Rn so that th· clearance' at the
root circle of .the internal gear isequal to the minimum aocept-
able value.

Rn = Rrnol•2 - C - O,25m (15)

(8)

Interference
The design procedure has already guaranteed. that there

will be no interference at the tooth fillets of the pinion . To in~
sure that there is also no. interference at the tooth fillets of th
internal gear, we want th limit circle radius o.f the internal
gear to be smaller than that of its fillet circle by at least 0.025
modules.(9)

Ru 5. Rr2 - 0.025171 (16)

Expressions for R12 and Ra are giveninthe Appendix. This
condition is generally satisfied fer most normal designs. and
in cases where it is not, th interierence can almost always be
eliminated by an i.ncrease in Atp.
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Fig. 1

Tip Interference
Tip interference occurs when the tooth tips collide as the

teeth are passing in and out of mesh. Fig. 1shows a gear pair
in positionwith the tooth tip An of the pinion lying exactly
on the tip circle of the internal gear. To. prevent tip in-
terference, there must be an adequate clearance between the
tooth tips in this position.

Ineach gear, we construct coordinate systems with the Xl

and X2 axes coinciding with tooth center-lines, and the posi-
tions oE the gears are defined by the counterclockwise angles
{jl and {jz through which these axes have rotated from the
line of centers. We also use polar eoordinates.in each gear,
with the angles 0 being measured counterclockwise from the
x axes. The angles On and 01'2 of the tooth tip points ATl and
An are found by means of Equations 3 and 4, In Fig. 1, the
polar angle of point An relative' to the x2axis is shown as Oz,
and its value is not yet known.

The value of {jl can be found by applying the cosine rule
to triangle C1C2An in Fig. L

[R
2 -C2-R~ )'1_ 1'2 Tl{j1 =i arccos - : -On

ZCRn

As the gears rotate, there is obviously a relation between
(31 and (32' To determine this relation, we first consider the
gears when there is contact at the pitch point, so that PI and
(32 have the values ( - tpl /2Rp1) and (tpz/2Rp2)' Any rota-
tions from this position must be in the ratio Rp2:Rp1' so we
obtain the general relation between (31 and fiz,

1Rp1P\ - RpJ12 + - (tp1+tp2) = 0 (18)2 .

Having found {Jl from Equation 17, we now use Equa-
tion IS to calculate (32' We then return to triangle C]C2An
in Fig. 1,.and use the sine rule to calculate 82,

Oz = arcsin [:: sin ((J]+O\n)] - Pz (19)

The arc distance between An and An is equal to
Rn'Wn -(2)' where the two angles are expressed in radians.
To prevent the possibility of tip interference, this distance
should be not less than some specified value, such as 0.005
modules.
30 Gear Technology

Undercutting ZJ
The involute tooth profile of an internal gear can oy be

cut by the involute part of the cutter teeth. There will be
undercutting at the tooth tips of the gear if the contact point
moves down the cutter teeth to a point below the base circle.
If the cutter teeth have fillets extending outside the base cir~
de, then the contact between the gear and the cutter should
end before the contact point reaches the cutter fillet circle.

This condition implies that the contact path during cutting
must end above Fc-the point where the fillet circle of the cut-
ler intersects the common tangent to the base circles. We can
then read .from Fig. 2 the minimum value for the tip circle
radius of the internal gear,

.<

Fig. 2

(17) In this equation, quantities on the cutter are indicated by
the subscript c,and r/l is the cutting pressure angle, whose
value is given by the equations in the Appendix. Rtc is the
fillet circle radius of the cutter, which must be measured. If
the value is not known when the gear pair is designed, we can
replace Rn: by Roc. and Equation 21 will then only insure that
the path of contact ends above the cutter interference point
E~.

In certain circumstances, it may be advantageous to use a
cutter that does not satisfy Equation 21. If the teeth of the in-
temal gear are to becut with tip relief, this can beachieved
by aUowing the tooth fillets of the cutterto cut part of the gear
tooth profiles. Equation 21 will then give the radius at which
the tip--relief.-heg!ns.

Tip Interference During Cutting
We have already discussed the possibility of tip interference

during the operation of an internal gear pair. The same
phenomenon may occur when the internal gear is being cut,
but, of course, in this case the result is that part of the involute
profiles of the gear teeth are removed. In other words, tip in-
terference.during cutting is another fonn of undercutting.

Tipinterfeeence may occur either when the cu~tet reach~

\ j 'I



Rubbing
During the return strokes of the cutter, the workpiece and

the cutter must be separated to prevent them rubbing
together. If rubbing occurs, it causes burrs on the workpiece
and excessive wea:r en the cutter. To achieve the required
separation, either 'the workpiece or the cutter, depending on
the design of the machine, must be displaoed a small distance
away from the other . It is the purpose of this section of the
article 'to. dete:rmine whether such a displacement ,which will
prevent the rubbing, can be made and in what direction it
should be made. In order to be specific, we will discuss the
case when the cutter is displaced, Obviously, if in fact the
workpiece is displaced, the direction must be in the opposite !!L... ~~~ ~ .....J

direction to the one we detennine for the cutter ..

its full depth or at some time whenthecutteris being fed in.
We therefore need to consider the possibility of tip in-
terferenee when the cuttin~ center distance' is at any value Cr
(the feed-in center distance), which is either less than or equal
to the final cutting center distance c=r Ti 'interference will
occur if ~, the end point of the involute section of the cut-
ter tooth, passes through the tooth of the internal gear. The
coordinates (Roc,Dhe)of point AheMe given in the Appendix.
'irhe equations giving the conmtioru; for no tip interference are
bsentially the same as Equations 17-20, with the pinion
replaced by the cutter.

1RscPc - R~2 + 1!'m = 0
2

Rn((;lu-8z) 2: O.02m (25)

Equation 23 is derived from Equation 18 in the following
manner. There is no backlash during the cutting process, so
the sum of the tooth thicknesses is equal to the circular pitch,
all measured at the cutting pitch circles. Equation 18 is then
mwtiplied by the ratio (~/0), where C is the standard cut-
'ting cmter distance, to obtain Equation 23.

The suggested minimum clearance between the path of
Aocandthe gear tooth tip An is only 0..02 modules, which
is less than the value 0.05 modules in Equation 20. The lower
value was chosen because the tolerances are closer during cut-
ting than in operation, and also because the problems caused
by a small amount of tip interference during cutting are much
less severe than problems caused by tip interference in
operation.

Cutting begins when the cutting center distance is equal to
(Rn - RTc) and ends when the cutting center distance reaches
itsHnal value C. Equations 22-25 should be checked for
several. values of Crbetween these two limits to insure that
there is no tip interference at any time during the cutting
process.

Fig. 3 shows the gear blank and the cutter at the instant
when point Ahc' the end point ·of the involute section on the
trailing profile of a cutter 'tooth, is just crossing the tip circle
of the gear blank. The tangent to the cutter tooth prohle
makes an anglecr with the line of centers. whose value can be
read from diagram,

(22)
In order to create a gap between the trailing profile of th

cutter tooth and the workpiece, the displacement must be in
a direction which makes an angle greater than a with the line
of centers. Also in Fig. 3, the leading profiles of the cutter
teeth touch the workpiece, and the common tangents make
an anglerbc with the line of centers. In this case, a displace-
ment which creates a gap between the two profiles must be

(23)
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)

preferable for the displacement direction to be chosen closer
to a than toq,c. It is, therefore. suggested that the displace-
ment direction should split the angle in the ratio 1:2 ..

Fig. J

at an angle with the line of centers, which is less than q,c, For
these 'two conditions to be possible, the angle a given by
Equation 26 must be smaller than rpc by at least a few
degrees. and the direction of the displacement must be
chosen hetweena and til. as shown in Fig. 3.

Since there is only one position where the common
tangent makes an angle a with the line of centers. whereas
there ace several positions where the angle is rpc. it is

0, 1- - di 2 + 1.I.eisplacement . irection - - ,a _- 'I'

3, 3
(27)

We have not yet discussed the minimum value of (t/>c-a)
required to avoid rubbing, but we will.return to this question
later in the article.

Design Examples
The design equations given in this paper, together with all

the checks. can be programmed for a desk computer, with
tl.tpas one of the inputs to the program. \lVheneve.r one of the
checks is not satisfactory, the designer can try altering the
value of tl.tp' until the required condition is satisfied. In most
cases, an increase of 4tp is called for, If all the checks are
satisfactory. then the value of.6.tp may still be modified, ina
manner that. brings the tooth strength of the pinion into
balance with that of the gear.

Over the years, a number of design rules have come into
existence for the purpose of avoiding problems such as tip in~
terference orruhbing. These rules give values for the



minimum di£f~rencebetween the tooth numbers,'ilier of the
pinion and gear or of lhe cutterand gear. ~Y£r, as we
have shown, the occurrence of interferentre, tip interferenoe,
rubbing, etc., depends onmafly quantities, including in par-
tiwlar Ithecenter distance, the tip circle radii, .~ th~amounts
of profile shift. It is believed by the aul1lOr--tballtherea:re no
simple rules which are invariably aCC\l,l"are, and it is therefore
better to carry out 'the cheC,ks for each. gear pair design. To
emphasize this point the t...Jv des~;imples presented here

. be.Qne$that break every ~rule, but are nevertheless
pelievtd to pe. satisfactory detigns. In the first design, the dif-
terence between t e tooth numbers of the pinion and gear is
oldy 5, whilebrthe second example, the intemalgear is cut
bya cutter which has only 8 teeth less than the gear. It is not
suggested that the design procedure can only be used for
unorthodox. designs. On the contrary, the method will give
good designs whet! there are no unusual requirements ..But it
will also sometimes give satisfactory designs in cases when,.
acc.ording to the ,existing design rules, no design is possible.

Examplel
A pinion cutter has 2~ teeth, module 6mm, pressure angle

tPsof 2~", teeth thickness tsc of 9.425,. tip ,ciJcle radius RTcof
67.S, and tooth tip .rounding radius reT of 1.5..The cutter is
to be used to cut an internal gear pair with the following
specification: Nt ,.. 29, Nz = 34, C - 15.57, B = .0.36.
Comple~el:he design, using the value 1.692 for Alp, and
check that there is no tip interference.

On each. line of the design examples, the number in
brackets gives the equa~jon used to calculate the stated value.
All lengths areexpressed in mms.

Cutter data
= 60.0 (1)
= 56.382 (2)·
= 66.0 (AI)
= 3.2.421" (Al)

66.792 (A3.)

R,.l
R..z
RbI
Rt,z
tPp
~l
R-p2
tpl

tpl

tsl

t52
tP~ =rP~l
tP~ = 'rP~2
q
q
~,l

RrooI,2

Rn
Ru
Rn
Rn

- 1.385°
Design of the gears
= 87..0
... 102.0
=81.753·
= 95.849
= 2:5.137°
-90.306
- 105.876
= 11.295
,.. 7.911

13.595
... 4.440
- 24.764°
- 33.108°
... 152.124
= 47.117
- 84.624
- 114.617
= 86.387

86.537
-102.035_i 97.547

(A4)

(1)
(1)
(2l
(2)
(9')
(6)
t7)'

(10)
(11)
(5)
(5)

(A16, A9, AlO)
(AS, A9, AIO)

(AI7)'
(All)'
(AlS)
(AU)'
(All)

(12)1
(13)
(15)

With a difference between the tooth numbers of the gear
and pinion of only five, it is obvious that there is a danger of
tip interference. The v.alJuechosen for atp was the lowest
value for whichthere is no tip interf renee, according to
Equation 20, and this valJuewas found by trial and error. We
now confirm that Equation 20 is indeed. satisfied!.

tin 1.097" (3,4)
f3t "" 76.484° U7),
6,.- 70.433° (18,),
82 "" - 1.42.30 (19')'
on = - 1.254 ° (3,4)'
Clearance Rn(O'n-92) = .0.301 mm

Since the clearance is greater than .0.'05modules, which is
0.300 mm, there will be no tip interferenoe. The gear pair is
shown in. Fig. 4, where it can be seen that the dearaneeis just
sufficient.

Fill. 4

(1)
(l)
(2)
(2)
(9)
(6)
(7)

(10)
(11)

1(5)
(5)

(A16, A9', A1.o)
(AB, A9, AID)

(AI7)
(AU)
(AlB)
(A13)
(An)

(12)
(13)
(IS),
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Exa:mple.2
The ,cutter described in Example 1 is to be used Ito cut a gear

pair with the followmg specification: Nl = 21, N2 = 28, C
= 21.30, B= 0.36. Complete the design, using Atp ... 2.322,
and check that there is no tip interference or rubbing during
cutting.

Rsl
Rs2
Rbl
.~
~ ., .22.111°
g ... 63.900&>pl
~ "'85.200
tpl - 11.701
~ .. 7.OS7
tal .... 12.225
t5l .., 6.040
·tP~= tP~] = 23.983.0

'rP~ = rP~2 ==34.534°
q -126.504
q 27.377
Rroot.l ... 59.004
Rroot.2 - 94.877
~1 - 61.2241
Ru == 61.374
Rn - 82.562
Rn ., 72 ..077

- 63.0
- 84.0
"'" 59.201
"'" 78.934



c,

FJg. S

The design. is now complete, and the gear pair is shown in
Fig..5. We finish the example by showing the checks for tip
interference and rubbing during cutting.

The cutting begins when the center distance is 15.062mm,
and ends when it is 27.377 mm. As a typical check for tip in-
terference durir'\g cutting, we consider the case when the cut-
ting center distance is midway between. these values.

Cf ;;;;;;;21,219
Pc = 46.3860 (22)
fJ]. = 39 ..5610 (23)
82 = - 2.7610 (24)
()n. = - 1.7270 (3,4)
Clearance = Rn.((:In.- (:Iz) = 1.490 mm

The clearance is more than adequate, and we would find
that the same is true at other values of Cf. We now check for
rubbing.

or = 31.53·3° (26)

Fig. 6

eel

/0-_

Fig. 7



therefore, obtain a minimum value for (tbi-a). His per~
haps good practice to increase this minimum by a certain
margin to allow for the errors in. approximatingthe tooth
shapes bycircular arcs. If we increase it by one-third and
convert from radians to degrees, we obtain the final
minimum value for (~-,Ct),

Returning Ito Example 2, we now choose a value of O.
mm for the back-off displacement, which is more realistic
than the 1.2 nun used for Fig. 7. Equation 29 then shows that
2.60 is the minimum value required ro·r (~-Ct) to avok .~_~--
rubbing, so the actual value of 30 is satisfactory.

In the discussion of this example, the general method ha )
become somewhat obscured by the details of the example.
In the design procedure, we simply choose a vaJue for 4
calculate the displacement directior; by means ofEquat~ons
26 and 27. and then Check. that Equation 29 is satisfied to in,",?
sure that there will be no rubbing.

Appendix
Because of space limitations, the explanations in this ar-

tide are inevitably rather brief. The proofs, in the Appendix
and much of the material in the article, are described inmore
detail in Reference 1.

(28)

Fig. 8

Thecenter of curvature of the cutter tooth is at Eel the
point where the common normal. touches the base circle. If
there is to be exactly no overlap after the displacement, :Be
win move to E::, the same distance from 'the gear tooth pro-
file. The angle {j (measured in radians) and the displacement
u are then approximately related as follows,

o= u _

- 2( Rb2 - Rt.cHan tPi
This 'equation gives the minimum value of 0'to avoidrub-

bing. When the displacement direction is chosen according
to Equation 27, the angle 0 is equal to 2(tbz-Ct)/3, and we,

(29)
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P"mion Cutter Tooth TIp Geometry
The tooth profile of a pinion cutter may coincide with the

involute right out to the tip circle of thecutter. or it may be
rounded at the tip. For cutting internal gears, :it is preferable
-to use a cutter with rounded tooth tips, since this gives a
larger radius of curvature at the root circle of the internal
gear. We, therefore, consid'era cutter in which the tooth tip
is rounded with a radius reT' It is then necessary to Hnd the
coordinates 0 Ah" the end point of the involute section. of
the tooth profile .

.Fig. 9' Shows a tooth of the cutter, and the center A:: of the
circular section at the tooth tip lies at radius R::. We use the
diagram towrite down two, relations, whi.ch can be used to
calculate the profile angle t:Phc at point Aho

(AI)

The radii of the cutting pitch circles are given by Equations
6 and 7 in terms of the cutting center distance q.

(A6)

(A7)

We use Equation 5 to express t~2and fPc in terms of the cor-
responding tooth thicknesses at the standard pitch circles.

R-c [lu 2(' .J. ·.J.e )-]p2 -.. - - z unv 'f's - mV'f'p2 '.i

: Rs2 I

= p~ - R~[~: + 2(inv t:Ps- inVt:P~2)]

In this equation, t:P~2 is the pressure angle of either the gear
(A3) or the cutter at their cutting pitch circles. We multiply the

entire equation by the ratio (Ci:zl q), where C:s2 is the stan-
dard cutting center distance, equal to (~-Rc)f and we
obtain an expression .for inv t:P~21

The polar coordinates of point Ahc are then given by Equa-
tions 3 and 4, . -

R Rbche ~ --.-
cos ¢he

(A4)

Fig. 9

Cutting Center Distanoe
Inorder to calculate the root circle radii on the pinion and

the internal gear, it is necessary to find the cutting center
distance for each gear. We consider Hrst the case of the in-
ternalgear,

We know the tooth thickness ts<:of the cutter at its stan-
dard pitch circle. There is no ba~klash during the cutting
process, soon the cutting pitch circles the tooth thickness of
the gear is equal to the space width of the cutter.

(AS)

inv ¢~2 = inv t:Ps- _1_ (ps - ts2- ts<:)
2Ci:z

To find the corresponding value of t:P~2' we make use of
two equations in which the coefficients are simplified from
a set developed by Polder(Z), whose paper also contains
much useful material on the limiting profile shift values in
internal gear pairs.

(AS)

(A9)

~= 1.0 + 1.04004q + 0.32451q2
COS¢~2 - O.OO321ql - O.00894q4

+ O.OO319qs - O.00048q6

(AW)
Finally, the cutting pressure angIe t,6~ and the correspond-

ing cutting center distance qare given by Equation 9, and
the root circle radius of the gear can then be found.

t:P~ = t:P~2 (An)

q = (Rb2- Rbc) (AU)
cost:P~

R,..", ~ q + RT, ~(Al3)



The method is the same when. we calculate the cutting
center distance for the pinion. There are sign changes in
some of the equations, which are given below,

(A14)

(Al5)

(A16)

q = (RbI +Rbc)

cos<f>~
(A17)

(Al8)

LunU Circle Radii
The meshing diagram for an itntemal gear pair is shown

in Fig. 10. The path of contact ties on line El Ez, the common
tangent to the base circles, The ends of the path of contact
are at Tl and T2, the points where the tip circles intersect
line E1Ez.The cirde. in the pinion which passes through Tz,
and the circle in the internal gear which passes through T1,

are known as the ]imitci:rdes of the pinion. and gear, because
the active parts of the tooth profiles end at these circles ..The
radii of the two limit circles can. be read from the diagram,

Fillet Circle Radii
The involute part of the gear Itooth profiles are ,cut by the

involute part of the cutter tooth. On both 'the pinion and the
gear, the point where 'the involute ends and the fillet begins
is cut by point Ahc on the cutter, whose coordinates were
given by Equations A3and A4. The circles in each gear
through the end points of the fiUets have been referred to in
this paper as the mlet circles ,of the gears. They are
customarily called the true involute form circles (or tif
circles), but this name has not. been used here, since there is
a danger of confusion with the fonn circles, which are de-
fined 'quite differently ..

figs. 11 and 12 show the meshing diagrams for the pinion
and cutter and for the gear and cutter . In each diagram, 'the
point wherethe path of A/1<:intersects the common tangent
to th base circles is labelled ~, and this is the end of the
cutting path of contact for the involute part of the gear tooth
profile. The circle in 'each gear thJough point He is the fillet
circle, and the radii! of these two circles can. be read from the
diagrams.

(All)

(A22)

Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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Shaper Cutters -
Design & Application-Part ,2

Editor's Note: This is part two of a
feature begun in our last issue, In the
Mar / Apr issue, Mr. Ianninck discussed
the shaping method, spur and helical
cutters, herringbone cutters,cutter
blank sizes, tooth shape change, tooth
forms, and cutting internal gears.

Cuner Sharpening
Cutter sharpening is very important

both during manufacturing and subse-
quently in resharpening after dulling.
Not only does this process affect cutter
"over cutting edge" quality and the
quality of the part cut, but it can also af-
fect the manner in which chip flow takes
place on the cutter face if the surface
finish is too rough or rippled.

The sharpening of spur cutters and
those helicals under 8° helix angle that
are made with a conical sharpening, are
usually sharpened on a rotary table sur-
face grinder using a centering plug, and
with the table set at the sharpening
angle. See Fig. 2-1, The sharpening
angle has been standardized at 5°, so
normally the table is set at 5°. Small
downfeeds are used along with a good
coolant flow to prevent material burn.
No wavy pattern should appear.

The cutter manufacturer would rec-
ommend using two separate grinding
operations, one a roughing pass with a
coarser gri], and the second with a fine
grit to get a fine, almost polished finish
on the tooth face. Usually for expedi-
ency only, one operation is used.

38 Gear Technology
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The sharpening of helical cutters with
the step-sharpening, as seen in Fig. 2-2,
which is also called normal sharpening,
requires more elaborate equipment. A
surface grinder fixture which contains
the geometric requirements is shown in
Fig. 2-3. These fixtures have been made
in several styles and are usually used in
small shops. The fixture is usually made
with a 5° angle ..Fig. 2-4 shows a view of
the sharpening plane on the cutter tooth
face and the face sharpening angle.

For quantity sharpening of stepped
face cutters, say on a high production
gear line, specially constructed ma-
chines with automatic operation are
used.

Vl/hile the standard practice is to
place the cutting face normal to the cut-
ter helix, experience has proven a
benefit in cutter utility by considering
the off-normal sharpening. This is called
a chip cent .rol sharpening, and the hel-
ical sharpening angle is usually 80 less
than the cutter helix angle. See Fig. 2-5.

Cutter Lead Guides
For a spur cutter the reciprocation

takes place in a straight line; thus, for a11
spur cutters a single spur guide is used in
moving the cutter along a straight path.

For a helical cutter a helical guide of
the same hand and lead as the cutter be-
ing used must be available, As a helical
cutter is reciprocated it must pass the
cutter teeth through a helical lead path,
See Fig. 2-6 for a schematic view of the
functioning of typical spur and helical
lead guides.

For a vertical axis machine, the guide
and shoe are usually located on the top
end of the cutter ram, where they are ac-
cessable for changing. Lead guides are a
required setup item.

Frequently the gear manufacturer
wants to utilize lead guides that are
available in-house, avoiding extra cost
and possible delay in procurement.
First, confirmation is made of the hand
of guide and cutter. Then a comparison
is made of the lead of guide and gear
and number of teeth of cutter and gear
according to this formula:

LEAD OF GEAR LEAD OF GUIDE

GEAR TEETH CUTTER TEETH

H the data meets equality in this equa-
tion, the guide can be used. Varying the
cutter teeth or altering the gear data
may find a. solution.

Gear Clearance Grooves
When cutting a gear located adjacent

to.a shoulder, it is necessary to provide
a groove for the cutter to pass into at the
bottom of the stroke, Fig. 2-7 shows
such a case for a spur cutter. Depending
on the helix angle and the type of shar-
pening used, the groove width for heli-
cal gears will usually be wider. See
Fig. 2-8 ..

Indicating Diameters
An accurately ground ring located on

the shoulder diameter just behind the
teeth of a disk or deep counterbore
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rig. 2-1-Circular sharpening of a cutter.

Fig. 2-2 - Helical cutter with step sharpening and its cut gear.

. .
HELlXo J+. .. IHELI~ ~ .- . ~
"IItGL!~· ~IS Of TOOTH "'NGL~ ~J(IS 'Of TOOTH

Fig. 2.3 - Helical cutter sharpening fixture.

Fig. 2-4-Normal sharpening plane.

FACE SHARPENING .ANGLE
HELLCI.'L. IIHAI'E'RCUTTER

.--.~

IDOWNHIIL!.
SIDE

,Fig. 2-S-Nonnal and chlpcontrol sharpening.

Fig. l-6 - Diagramstic: view of spur and helical lead guides.
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Fl-l.2-7- Clearance gTilove Ior a spur cutter.

CLEARANCE ABSORBED
BY SHARPENING STEP

RECESS

Fig. 2-8- Clearance groove for a helical cutter,
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Fig..2-9- Cutler indicating rings.
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Fig. 2-1'0 - Shaper cutlet accuracy capabUi ty,



shaper cutter ,or on the diameter behind
the teeth of a hub type or shank type
cutter, is used as a truing ring for check-
ing cutter runout while it is mounted in
the gear shaping machine. See Fig. 2-9 ..

Cutter Tolerances
The first SOUIc.e for information on

the tolerances for shapercutters is the
publication ANSI 894.21, "Gear Shaper
Cutters." Only one level of accuracy is
specified, which is called "Commercial
Tolerance", MCTI, Meta] Cutting Tool
Institute, has similar standards which
do include tolerances for "Commercial
Ground" and, for certain cutter sizes
only, tolerances for "Precision Ground".

Fig. 2-10 shows a comparison chart
of what could be expected by cutting a
gear using commercial tolerances, first,
where only cutter tolerances are consi-
dered,and second, where some allow-
ance is made for machine and machin-
ing influences. The best cutting ability is
about A:GMA Q-10 and, with allow-
ances, about AGMA Q-8.

Tolerances are published for profile,
spacing, and PO runout for the various
,types of cutter - disk, deep counter-
bore, shank, and herringbone. Toler-
ances are also given for bore, tooth
thickness, flatness of cutter back, 00
angle, sharpening angle, side relief
angle, shank runout, shank diameter,
indicating band runout, 00 runout,
and 00 size. For herringbone cutters,
matching tolerances on 00 and width
are given,

Cutter Base Cir,cles
With 'the repA!:sentat:ion of the shaper
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*8 CKLES* CLOTHING* BITS* BOOKS

* BELTS* .BOI.OS
.. CHAPS

* SPUR* SADDLE

H}GH NOION
We:st'ern Collecti~le;s,

(2/3) 202-9010 by appointmetu only
(213) 202·/140 (flu)
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IMIIDWE,ST GIEAR
now ,offelrs I,argle plteh

GE,AR GRliNDI'NG!'

• Up to 1 DP12" P'lll 18" Face
• Spur, Helical, or Crowned
• Up to' AGMA Quality Class 14
.. Experienced Craftsmen

• Inspection by Hofl'er Gear Checker
with Computer Printouts available

• Low tooting costs
• On-time delivery

~
W

I~ MIIICIVtlEST IGEAR

We ,can Salvage Gears .Dlsrorted by Heal Treatment

.2:182Allrora Road (Rt. 62)t TwinsblJrg', OH 44087
Phone: 216-425-4419 '. FAX: .216425-8600
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Fig. 2-U-SingJe flank generating grinder.

'ComposI'te Gear Tester
with digital ev-aluallon and ,stallstks

Th,e HOMMEL ,8305,g~aI't~ andlZ-2000
com~er-based amplifier/pl'lnter-recorder
provide:
... accurate nonsubjective measurement of

total composite variation, tooth-la-tooth
variation, runom, number of teeth out of
tolerance, maximum, minimum and average
center distance.

... statistical evaluation plus graphic recording'.
II> fast, easv-te-use production measurement

of alii gear types.

TheZ-2000 ~·can be
retrofit " most cornposiIe gear
tIIStem ncfudinQ tIIIe 114 Fellows
REOUNER Call for details.

~IJMET
100 ProdUction Court
New Britain, CT 06051
(203)223-6784
FAX: (.203]223-2979
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cutter asa gear, it is also inspected on an
involute checking instrument. The base
circle diameters are not the theoretical
ones expected, but are corrected for the
cutting clearances on the cutter. For a
spur cutter the base diameters are the
same on both Flanks, right and left.,
With the additional geometry of the
helix and normal sharpening on a
helical cutter, base circles differ ft~m
side to side,

The base diameters ef spur or helical
cutters are eonstant throughout 'the life
of the cutter.

Because of the need to maintain a cut-
ting edge in the transverse plane, her-
ringbone cutters are not corrected and
the base diameter is equal to the 'theoret~
ical value and is the same on both
Hanks.

Cutter Generation
The traditional process used in.mak-

ing shaper cutters is by abrasive wheel
grinding,. which can provide both at

good finish and accuracy. All processes
use some form of involute gen ration,
whether it be a single Hank grind using
the radial side of the grinding wheel
such as seen in fig. 2-11, or using a dual
Hank grind with a reciprocating vee-
shaped wheel, as is shown in the dia-
gram in Fig. 2~12.. Another method
using a ribbed or threaded abras:ive
wheel. running in timed relation to the
cutter has been used for some unmodi-
fied fine diametral pitch tools.

The single flank method requires a
1'argewheell relat.ive zo the rutterwidth
and is positioned tangent to the cutter
tooth flank. The wheel position is sta-
tionary, and the cutter is rotated and
translated below the wheel to generate
the involute. Each flank is ground 5ep"

arately,and the number of teeth is es-
tablished by an indexing mechanism.

The dual Hank grinder uses a vee-
shaped grinding wheel dressed to gener-
ate the fonn required on the cutter . The
cutter is rolled tangent to a generating
cirde and passed or 'translated throU8-h
the reciprocating grinding wheel. Index-
ing takes place at the end ofa generation
cycle, The entire profile of the cutter,
tip, root, and both.Hanks can be ground
atone time with one space being com-
pleted between indexing cydes.



Fig. 2-12- Dual flank generating grinder.
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Cutter Clearance Angles
The side relief angle of a shaper cut-

ter generally ranges between 1.5" and
2.50

, with the norm being 2.00
••This is

a relatively low amount .of clearance for
a metal cutting tool, and any substantial
increase in this angle can cause drastic
changes in cutter geometry and design
and would reduce useful cutter life.

The cutter outside angle \s a function
of cutter-gear geometry, amount of side
relief, and pressure angle ..It ranges ap-
proximately from 3.50 for 30PA to 5.50

for20PAand8.5° for14.5PA. The geo-
metrically true cutter outside angle is
not usually a straight angle, but is really
a curve that is compromised to a
straight line, The cutter designer must
be fully aware of the deviation amount
in order to make proper allowances.

Cutter PD
The cutter PD is defined In the same

way as an equivalent gear using the
same formulae. With shaper cutters the
PO' is frequently referred. to in a general
way, such as a 3" or 4" PO cutter, mean-
ing a nominal or approximate size.

Cutter Oversize and Undersize
In optimizing cutter life and utility it

is normally expected that a cutter will be
made somewhat oversize or larger on
diameter than standard. Some gear
geometries may require that a gear be
made undersize or less than. standard on
diameter.

DesWt Optimization
In the process of designing a gear

shaper cutter, several possible extremes
are considered. Going toward a maxi-
mum. oversize design will reduce cutter
tip land toward a sharp. Setting a prac-
tical limit on the tip flat and maintain-
ing proper part geometry will yield the
maximum oversize cutter.

Inconsideration of the smallest possi-
ble diameter undersize for the cutter
without damaging effects on the cutter
or part, the targeted end life point on the
cutter is determined. With allowance
for other factors in the total. tool layout,
the final design will fall in between these
limits .. Such designs are usually com-
puter aided and are planned solely for
one part.
44 Gear TecihnoloQV

Fig ..2-]4 - Involute profile inspection of a cutter.
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Fig ..2-15 -Cutter blank definitions.
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Fig. 2~1O- Helical cutter dehnitions.



Fig. 2-17 - Roller chain sprocket euner.

Fig. 2-18- Tandem cutter,

Fig. 2-19 - Cutter with teeth removed,

Keyways
Keyways are used on some shaper

cutters, especially on helical cuU:ers,
where there is some chance that the cut-
ter may slip rotationally under load.
Herringbone cutters, always hell cal, use
a keyway in the bore. Most othercut-
ters use a slot in the mounting face.
Another purpose of the keyway is for
timing or alignment. Bcamples of key-
ways can be seen in some of the figures,

CuUer Mountings
Shaper cutters are made in various

types to suit the special needs for ,applic-
ation to the part or cutting machine. fig.
2-13 miustrates various ways that these
cutters can be mounted. \Nhile disk and
deep counterbore cutters are fairly
secure in their mountings, any long
shank type cutter, including those used
with taper or straight shank adapters,
should be checked for possible excessive
runout,

Cutter Inspection
Shaper cutters are inspected ina

similar fashion to gears using some of
the same involute, lead. and spacingiil-
struments, Fig. 2-14 shows a view of a
cutter during the involute profile check.

Nomenclature
Cutter nomenclature has been listed

in several publications indll.ding the
ANSI standard. Fig. 2-15 shows some of
the terminology for a hole Itype cuUer,
and Fig. 2-16 illustrates some of the
helical element definitions. Figs.
2-17-2-20 show cutters of various
types and conditions.

Tool Matedals
Most cutters are made of AISI M-2,

M-.3, and M--4 high-speed steels, with
some special applications of part ma~erc..
ial alloy content, part hardness. or ma-
terial' abrasiveness requ.lring the super
materials, sumas M-42, T-15, or Rex
,}6. Most of these materials are available
in the particle metal. process.

The titanium nitride coatings are also
being used successfully on gear shaper
cutters.

Acknowledgement: Presented ,at the' SME Gear
Processing and Ivb:rufw:furil'lg ainic. NovemlNr
1-3, 1988. .Reprinted with permission of the Society
of Mcmufacturing Engineers.
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GEAR TES,TIING ANID
D:ESIGN FAC'ILIITIES

'. GEAR DESIGN (NOISE - STRENGTHI).
• ROTATING, GEAR (TORQUE - SPEED

CONllROL) TEST MACHINES.
• SliNGLE TOOTH BENDING IFATIGUE

TESTING.
.' STATIISTICAL PlANNING - ANALYSIS.
• WROUGHT STEELS, SINTERED

METALS, NON·METALLIC MATLS.
• CAD IFACllITIES FOR LOW COST

SET-UP.
• CUSTOM lEST MACHINE DESIGN.
• EXPERfENCED PERSONNEL.

PACKER: ENGINE:EIRING
708/355-57,22, ext. 21'4 -

BOX 353, NAPERVILLE, IL 60566

GEA!R TOOllH
'GRJNIOI:NG :SERVlC'ES

• Production and Prototype Quantities
• Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
.' Ab'le to match delivery to your needs
• Gear Tooth Grinding, Capacity to 27.5

linch pItch diameters
• All services to AGMAst3Jldards

OERTIFIEID' GEAR INSPECfllON

IPRO~GEllR COMPA~Y, :INC.
2-3 DiokRoad

Depew, NY 1'4043
Phone (716) 1684-3811

Fax ,(716,) 6847717
Sales Reps. Wanted

'OPEN TIIME,
~PR~:~ON

~INCOFlPOFIATEDI
OORON~J NeW YORK

IHas 'Open Time'l

• Pfauter PE 300
• Lorenz 424 Shapei'
• Kapp VAS 432 8orazon

'I • Gear GrInding (External to 1.2")
• From AGMA1 0
Fax Steve Gerard with your
requirements

718·592-2525
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C'onlour InducUon
IHa~deninglS:peci:alisls

Spur, helica/'andlJevel gears

Our gear hardening equipment
includes,* NAiCO submerged
process machi nes and 3 AJAX
CNC-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can also 1001to
meet any production need. Write,
for a fr,ee brochu reo

.Amerlcan !Melal Tir,eaUngCompany
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland, OHI441 03

(216)4311-4492
Fax: ,(216)431-1508

SOPHISTICATED GEAR.IHARDENINGI
fiUUSER.V1CE HEATTRUJERSSPEGIWZtHG[N
• Induction and Flame Hardening:

- Internal! & External Natoo Gear HardenillJ
- Coil InclUC1lonHardening
- Gear, Snaft&: R.ollF1ame Hardening

• Aerospace Spec CarburWng & Hardening
- Gleason Press ClIJenching
- Large 4ax72x381ntegral Quencn Furnaces
- Hot OU lAienching
- Deep 126 in. ~ Furnace

.' Subzero Treatment '. Aluminum
• 1 . italy SpecilicatJons • Stanless
.' Metallurgical Consulting

:-r.
Th..8Clllcinnali Slee.1Trea~ngCo.

. 57011 Mariemont Avenue
Cincinnati. Ctlio 45227

The S)'I1Iboj I (513) 271~3173
Qdy & s.r!e Fa'( (513) 211-3510

OEAR HOBS, CUTTERS
OEAR MACHINES

Hundreds of New, Fully Ground Gear
Hobs and Gear Shaper Cutters ill stock

at LOWEST PRJCES EVERJ

WE (:AFlRv II COMPI F TE L INI- OF Nf' W
GE' All '.iACHINES ·."l,'" ': "'PI'! '.;,

',II/L'I H', IIClr H.. H'·, i ,lilt H·I H', ·,F'I r II
MIIII II', IIf\L~. SII!\I'III·. II ',11 H', ,·1,

.2 TO 51MODULE
3 T016 DIAMETR.AL PITCH

4 TO 12 DP, 4" IPITCH DIAMEliEA
B TO 24 CP. 3" PITC'H DIAMETiER

CALf. NOW.FOR NORE DETAI.l.S

L!,., 1(21!3)933.0311

g~~~':;._'~==ru !
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Rales: Line Classilied - per inch - $175
Classified Display - per inch (3" min.]
1](-$140, 3)(·$1'30, 6](-$120. Type will be
set to ad.ver!lsel"s layout or Gear
Technology willi set tYpeal no exIra.
charge'.
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IPayment: Full ,payment must accompany
classified ads. Send check or VisaJMaster·
card number. a_nd eXPir8t10. n d.'ate to:
GeBel Technology. P.O. 190)(1426,
IElk Grove Village, IL6D007.
Agency ,COmmission: No agency commi-
sian on classitlieds.

Material. IDeadllne: Ads must ba received
Ibylhe 25th 01 rhe month:, two months
prior to, publication. Aoeeptane.:
,Publisher reserves the righllo, accept or
Ireject classified advertisements, at his
discrelion.
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GEAR ESI1MATING
PROQNS PlANNING
OPEAATION SHEEtS
Pree InfOrmalion on the'

Wm1d~ Best SelJing ,S}S'tem

M~AcNUF,A;tTlIR£RS TEOH_NOLOG[ES, INC.
59, INlERSiAiE ORIVE

WEST SPRJNGFIELD. M~A1l1i:1l9
(413) 733-1912

FAX (413) 739J92!lI
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P.G..S. CORPORATION
1714 Tarrytown AvenlJ.e

Crofton, MD ,21114
Voice ,(301) 858·1910
Data (301) 721-1076

P.GI.S.
REMOrE GEAR DES'IGN

Use your PC and modem and our soft·
ware library to achieve optimum gear
design in 'record time',

'. Standard & non-standard gears
• P,araJleJ, bevel & skewed ,gears
'. Worm gears & Epicyc'lic trains
• Special performance' ,gears

User friend Iy programs offer the greatest
support, design freedom., and ,optimiza-
lion capability.
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,..------------- ....1'.-------------..,
GEAR TOOL :SALESMAN: $100,000 pkg. Michigan
area.
E::NIiINEERINGi MA:NAGEA: $56,OI)l)/800us. Custom
Gears, lManufaclJJlliI1g, Prooess, Industrial Enu-ineering,
DIRECTOR OF IENGINEERINGi: $70,000. Spur and
Helical Gear House.
DESIGN ~ENGINEE,R:Custom Gear Shop. Grow Into
management
MANUFA£rIlRlNG ItLAliAGEIt $51) ,W12OO hourly.
Transmissions and Torque Conve.Mers.
IFACIUTIES ENGINEER: $35,000. 1'-3years Chip Cut-
ting, Heavy Machinllng e-xperience,
Contact: Ann Hunsuck_er, Excel Associates, P,O. Box
520, Cordova, TN 3801'8 or call (901) 757·9600.

A Ileading west coast manufacturer of
custem precision gear box assem-
blies, gears and splinedl products is
actively see~kingl independent sales
representanon in many major lndus-
trial areas throughout the U.S. If you
wish to. be considered for one 01our
exclusive territories, pl'ease submit
your qualifications to;

Box MT, GEA'R TECHNO~OGY
P'.O. Box 1426

Ellk. 'Grove Village, It 60009

- - .-.
"" ' -,.1
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New Book
uTIHEO'RY OF' GEAIRING"

,by
F.L.IUTVIN

MOdern theory of gear action aM gear generation
Sponsored by NASA .Lewis Research Center

481 pages

STOCK NO: '033·000-01068-11
COST IS: $40 '~NSIDE U.S.)

$50 INTEFINATIONALOFlIJERS)
NO' E RA COSt FOR SHIPPING

.oRDER BYiELEPHONE:
(202) 783:-3231:

TOUCH TONE REQUIREO
VISA OR MASTiERCARO ACCEPTED

ORDE'I=!C.oPIES BY MAIIL:
SUPlRJNTEHDENIT OF IDOCUMifUS

U.S. GOVERNMENIT IPRrrmNOI OffiCE
WASHINGTON, IO.C. 20402

ENCtOSE Cl:RTIflED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER IN U S :1lOl1ARS
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NIIEW Handbook 'oJ
. GE'ARS

49'6 paqes
Features over
13,000 off-the-
she:lf InCih andi
Metric, Precision
and Commerci'al
Gears. Iindudes
11 38-pagie Techrrkal
Section.

15"16'11118 ..,110'01

2101 Jericho Tumpike.
New Hyde Palk. NY 11040
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.lIfPRESENTATfVE WANTED

'GIEAIR.S
"Capacity available"

Detroit area.producton GEAR
manufacturer j:s.Ioo'kin,g for

Manufactur,er's Representa~ves
Must have strong connections at

G,M" European and, domestic
Japanese Manufacturers, and the

agriculturalmal'ket.

Reel·:Ba'ker CorporaUon
(313) 949~6540 I



COMPARATIVE LOAD CAPACITY ..
(continued from page 16)
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Fig. 19-Residual stresses for CBN-ground gears,
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Fig. 2O-Res.idual stresses for conventionally ground gears.

Comment convincing example in his own ex-
'VVhile the data presented herein do perience in which a set of CBN-finished

not demonstrate any improvement in gears was used to replace a set of ground
load capacity for CBN-ground gears, gears that were experiencing premature
they do show this to be a viable process failure. The result was that the CBN
for finishing helicopter gears. The gears did, in fact, solve the early failure
discrepa.ncy in reported improvements problem. However, the truth of the
in load capacity reported elsewhere in matter was that the conventionally
the literature may be more easily ground gears were abusively ground;
understood if a few points are kept in this lack of proper grinding technique
mind. resulted in the failures observed.

Many of the reports of improved
load capacity are based on comparisons
that are not truly "apples-to-apples". For
example, Kirnrnet(4) cites suchan im-
provement by noting that" ... CBN
ground gears h.ave a significantly longer
fatigue life as compared with conven-
tionally processed gears." However, the
conventionally processed gears in that
case were carburizedand lapped, not
carburized and conventionally ground;
the latter would have made a more valid
comparison. Other cases have been
reported in which CBN gears have
replaced conventionally ground gears
with improved performance. This too,
is probably a correct, but incomplete
observation. The author can cite a very
48 GoorTechnolog,y

It is far easier to produce properly
finished CBN gears than conventionally
ground gears. Thi.s is the main advan-
tage in load capacity, not any inherent
property of the processing itself. As
demonstrated herein, properly pro-
cessed conventionally ground gears do,
in fact, have a statistically insignificant
edge in terms of load capacity.

Conclusions
Based on the results of this program,

we have reached the following conclu-
sions specifically related to helicopter-
quality AISI 9310 vacuum-melt gears
finished by conventional and CBN
grinding:
1. CBN-ground gears provide equiv-

alent performance to conventionally
ground gears of identical geometry
and metallurgy.

2. CBN grinding, when compared to
properly processed conventionally
ground gears, provides no improve-
ment in load capacity or fatigue life.
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The Nonnac CD 5 ProftHna is ideal for
off-machine trueing and re-forming of CBN
grinding wheels, and fonn dressing conventional
grinding wheels. The CD 5 features the FOR·
MASTER grinding wheel profiler with a general
numeric 810M CNe. and a variable speed wheel
spindle with capacity for up to 18" (451 mm) di-

ameter grinding wheels up to 2" (~ rom) wide.
The FORM STER uses a variable peed rowy
diamond dressing wheel. the trueina method
recommended by CBN grinding wheel DlIIDUfac
turers. The CB 5 can also be used for pre-
forming production grinding wheel to save ex-
pen ive production machine time.

ORMAC,INC.
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Ardea. C 18704
Phoae: (704) 684-1112

Fax: (704) 684-1384

NORMAC. INC.
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ortbvUle. Ml 48167
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With advanced ~echnology, Mjlsubishi
realized a High Speed, Higb Allcuracy
'Gear Hobbingand Gear Shapm,g Machine
in a real compact design.
In the bobbing machine, Milsllbishi.-
developed feed forward servo system.

g'ives high speed sy-:-ncoronization 'of hob
and table and the silent shaft mechanism
provides 2000 strokes per minute speed
with unnoticeable vibration to the
sbaping macbLne.
Side-by-side installstien .ism.ade possible

due to the flush side surfaces,
An advaJ1tageollls,feature for designing
FMS production lines.
For more exciting details, please contact
our 'offioe below.

DIAHOB
G!B10CNC

'. ,MI.TSU •• ISHII
..... HEAVY IN'D'USTR,I:ES. LTD.

5-1'. Mat'Yl'IOuchl 2-chome. Ohiyoda.-ku, Tokyo. Japan
Cable Address: HISHIIlU lOKYO
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Mitsubishi Heavy Iindustria., America .•llnc.
1500 Michael Dnve. Wood Dale. ILLINOIS 60191 PhOne:(708) ,860-4220
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